Federal Legislative and Regulatory Update 2018 — Kristen Basista, Esquire and John Leardi, Esquire
Healthcare is in flux. 2017 saw multiple attempts and failures to repeal the Affordable Care Act (ACA) legislatively, and significant regulatory changes that impact implementation of ACA. 2018 will likely see additional legislative and regulatory enactments that will have a direct impact on podiatrists. This workshop will explain in plain English the most germane updates and initiatives, including those related to ACA, Medicare and everyday in between.

MIPS Update — Michael Brody, DPM
Now in the second year of MIPS, some items changed and others remained the same. Learn how to improve what you did in 2017 with little additional effort. The session will review updates on Quality Reporting, Practice Improvement Activities, Advancing Care, and what is the “cost category.”

Refining Your Revenue Cycle Management Process — John Leardi, Esquire
Practical guidance for designing and implementing a process-driven, scalable, and duplicative revenue cycle management process. This workshop provides some reimbursement rule policies and procedures and, protecting patient information so that you can provide quality care to your patients.

The Anatomy of a Third-Party Payer Audit — Vincent Buttaci, Esquire and John Leardi, Esquire
As if securing third-party reimbursements on the front end was not difficult enough, the looming shadow of payer audits makes holding on to those payments in the future all the more tenuous. But payer audits are here to stay — both post-payment and pre-payment audits. Successful practices must know how to navigate payer audits in order to survive. This workshop will walk through a typical payer audit and then provide practical guidance on how to both prepare for an audit proactively and to effectively respond to an audit once initiated.

Redefining Your Revenue Cycle Management Process — John Leardi, Esquire
Traditionally, podiatry offices’ cashflow is based largely upon third-party payer reimbursements. Today, patients are expected to pay more of their care. While third-party payers often create burden - ing a HIPAA breach and large fines; protecting the availability and integrity of your billing records; and, protecting patient information so that you can provide quality care to your patients.

MIPS: Even If You Did Nothing in 2017, You Can Still Avoid a Penalty — Michael Brody, DPM
Today, patients are expected to pay more of their care. While third-party payers often create burden - ing a HIPAA breach and large fines; protecting the availability and integrity of your billing records; and, protecting patient information so that you can provide quality care to your patients.

MIPS: Even if You Did Nothing in 2017, You Can Still Avoid a Penalty – Michael Brody, DPM
Traditionally, podiatry offices’ cashflow is based largely upon third-party payer reimbursements. Today, patients are expected to pay more of their care. While third-party payers often create burden - ing a HIPAA breach and large fines; protecting the availability and integrity of your billing records; and, protecting patient information so that you can provide quality care to your patients.

MO’S Update — Michael Brody, DPM
Now in the second year of MIPS, some items changed and others remained the same. Learn how to improve what you did in 2017 with little additional effort. The session will review updates on Quality Reporting, Practice Improvement Activities, Advancing Care, and what is the “cost category.”

Refining Your Revenue Cycle Management Process — John Leardi, Esquire
Practical guidance for designing and implementing a process-driven, scalable, and duplicative revenue cycle management process. This workshop provides some reimbursement rule policies and procedures and, protecting patient information so that you can provide quality care to your patients.

The Anatomy of a Third-Party Payer Audit — Vincent Buttaci, Esquire and John Leardi, Esquire
As if securing third-party reimbursements on the front end was not difficult enough, the looming shadow of payer audits makes holding on to those payments in the future all the more tenuous. But payer audits are here to stay — both post-payment and pre-payment audits. Successful practices must know how to navigate payer audits in order to survive. This workshop will walk through a typical payer audit and then provide practical guidance on how to both prepare for an audit proactively and to effectively respond to an audit once initiated.

Redefining Your Revenue Cycle Management Process — John Leardi, Esquire
Practical guidance for designing and implementing a process-driven, scalable, and duplicative revenue cycle management process. This workshop provides some reimbursement rule policies and procedures and, protecting patient information so that you can provide quality care to your patients.

MIPS: Even If You Did Nothing in 2017, You Can Still Avoid a Penalty — Michael Brody, DPM
Traditionally, podiatry offices’ cashflow is based largely upon third-party payer reimbursements. Today, patients are expected to pay more of their care. While third-party payers often create burden - ing a HIPAA breach and large fines; protecting the availability and integrity of your billing records; and, protecting patient information so that you can provide quality care to your patients.

MIPS: Even if You Did Nothing in 2017, You Can Still Avoid a Penalty – Michael Brody, DPM
Traditionally, podiatry offices’ cashflow is based largely upon third-party payer reimbursements. Today, patients are expected to pay more of their care. While third-party payers often create burden - ing a HIPAA breach and large fines; protecting the availability and integrity of your billing records; and, protecting patient information so that you can provide quality care to your patients.

Redefining Your Revenue Cycle Management Process — John Leardi, Esquire
Practical guidance for designing and implementing a process-driven, scalable, and duplicative revenue cycle management process. This workshop provides some reimbursement rule policies and procedures and, protecting patient information so that you can provide quality care to your patients.

The Anatomy of a Third-Party Payer Audit — Vincent Buttaci, Esquire and John Leardi, Esquire
As if securing third-party reimbursements on the front end was not difficult enough, the looming shadow of payer audits makes holding on to those payments in the future all the more tenuous. But payer audits are here to stay — both post-payment and pre-payment audits. Successful practices must know how to navigate payer audits in order to survive. This workshop will walk through a typical payer audit and then provide practical guidance on how to both prepare for an audit proactively and to effectively respond to an audit once initiated.

Redefining Your Revenue Cycle Management Process — John Leardi, Esquire
Practical guidance for designing and implementing a process-driven, scalable, and duplicative revenue cycle management process. This workshop provides some reimbursement rule policies and procedures and, protecting patient information so that you can provide quality care to your patients.

MIPS: Even If You Did Nothing in 2017, You Can Still Avoid a Penalty — Michael Brody, DPM
Traditionally, podiatry offices’ cashflow is based largely upon third-party payer reimbursements. Today, patients are expected to pay more of their care. While third-party payers often create burden - ing a HIPAA breach and large fines; protecting the availability and integrity of your billing records; and, protecting patient information so that you can provide quality care to your patients.

MIPS: Even if You Did Nothing in 2017, You Can Still Avoid a Penalty – Michael Brody, DPM
Traditionally, podiatry offices’ cashflow is based largely upon third-party payer reimbursements. Today, patients are expected to pay more of their care. While third-party payers often create burden - ing a HIPAA breach and large fines; protecting the availability and integrity of your billing records; and, protecting patient information so that you can provide quality care to your patients.

Redefining Your Revenue Cycle Management Process — John Leardi, Esquire
Practical guidance for designing and implementing a process-driven, scalable, and duplicative revenue cycle management process. This workshop provides some reimbursement rule policies and procedures and, protecting patient information so that you can provide quality care to your patients.
Speakers

Sarah Abshier, DPM
Dr. Abshier is in a private practice in Columbus Ohio and is a board certified wound care specialist. She is serves on the APMA Coding Committee and is a Trustee on the OHFAMA Board. She volunteers for the Central Ohio Diabetes Association & was recently published on Podiatry Today.

Kristen Basista, Esquire
Ms. Basista is a 2017 graduate of the The Ohio State University Moritz College of Law, and an Associate Attorney with Buttaci Leardi & Werner LLC. Ms. Basista represents providers, group practices, and licensed facilities in both transactional and regulatory matters, including corporate transactions and contracts, and the organization, licensure, acquisition, and sale of healthcare practices and facilities.

Michael Brody, DPM
Dr. Brody is in private practice in New York. He is currently a Co-Chair of the EHR Workgroup at H17 and leads the Podiatry Profile Project. He was a member of the teaching faculty at the residency program at the VA hospital in Northport, NY. He worked with the Certification Commission for Health Information Technology (CCHIT), the US Technical Advisory Group to the International Standards Organization for Health Information Technology, Integrating the Healthcare Enterprise. Dr. Brody writes for Podiatry Management magazine and maintains the Health Information Technology website CMEonline.com. Dr. Brody provides consulting services to Sammy ICS Software, PICA, and Webair.

Vincent Buttaci, Esquire
Mr. Buttaci is a 2000 graduate of the The Ohio State University Moritz College of Law, and the co-founder of Buttaci Leardi & Werner LLC, a health law boutique located in Princeton, NJ. Mr. Buttaci counsels licensed healthcare providers, practices, and facilities on a variety of complex legal, regulatory, and institutional issues. His practice includes a special emphasis on representing healthcare providers, group practices, and licensed facilities in post payment actions and fraud investigations instituted by both governmental agencies and private insurance carriers.

John Leardi, Esquire
Mr. Leardi is also a co-founder of Buttaci Leardi & Werner LLC. He represents a diverse range of individual and institutional healthcare clients in both adversarial and transactional matters arising out of their business dealings and contracts. Mr. Leardi’s litigation practice includes a special emphasis on representing health care providers in reimbursement disputes, including: post payment audits; overpayment disputes and litigation; insurance fraud investigations and prosecutions; claims for unpaid benefits; and rate-setting appeals. Because of his extensive knowledge of third-party reimbursement, Mr. Leardi also serves as co-lead counsel in a number of class action lawsuits aimed at protecting both patients and doctors from the abuses of some managed care companies.

CGS — MEDICARE SPEAKER:
Juan Lumpkin—Provider Outreach & Education, Provider Relations Senior Analyst
Mr. Lumpkin is a Provider Relations Senior Analyst.